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We compiled a list of 10 business that we thought were out of the ordinary. Just not the regular old
economy businesses, but something new, something innovative and something that looks “interesting.”
There are so many innovative business concepts that we could compile a list of 100. We decided to start
with 10. Maybe, at a later time we’ll come up with more innovative businesses. Take a look and give us
your comments in the comments section below.

Tag Sell It Inc.
Jonathon Papsin, a young entrepreneur working as a Realtor in Manhattan with a knack for e-commerce,
founded Tagsellit.com with his business partner Matthew Dorman, a Technology Consultant for Fortune
500 companies in Manhattan.
He’s been buying and selling secondhand goods online ever since graduating college just a few short
years ago. His company, Tag Sell It Inc. is a website where people can present garage sales in a virtual
format, enabling users who don’t have a front yard or garage to create a virtual sale.
In 2009 he published “The Ultimate Garage Sale Guide,” and the company has created four iPhone Apps
for the company serving the interests of Flea Markets, Tag Sales, Estate Sales and an e-Book.
IndiDenim

indiDenim offers consumers the opportunity to be the designer to co-create their garment in the exact
style they want.
IndiDenim has introduced an alternative to mass produced clothing by enabling customers personalize
their style and fit. Customers choose the fabric, wash and pockets and also fill out a fit profile so that each
garment is truly customized for each and every customer.
Each one-of-a-kind jean is then made in an artisanal way with personalized details and using premium
fabrics and washes.
ShowMyProperty.TV
ShowMyProperty.TV is set to change the way properties are bought, sold and rented with a custom-shot
film hosted by a selection of professional hosts. This TV-style feature will open the door and let potential
buyers experience the feel of the property for themselves. ShowMyProperty.TV is tailored to the needs of
both buyers and sellers, highlighting all the key features and major selling points.
Gogobeans
Gogobeans launched their cloud-based storage, sharing, and organization service at www.gogobeans.com.
At a time when the biggest question surrounding social media is security and user privacy, Gogobeans
puts the control of who sees what and when squarely in the hands of their users.
Their innovative method of storing and sharing ‘beans’ (aka digital files and assets) wrapped in 4 layers
of security, makes the Gogobeans service ideal for the consumer as well as the teleworker, the small
business and the business traveler. Users can upload large (and small) files.
Sharing involves granting access to the link where the file is stored and not sending attachments which
means, for example, the ad agency with the huge graphic files can skip the FTP sites and zipping
software. They can simply upload and ‘bounce a bean’ to intended recipient.
Fast Wrap
Fast Wrap is America’s only mobile shrink wrapping franchise. Fast Wrap wraps everything from boats
to hotels with shrink wrap to protect it from the weather. They’ve grown to over 60 franchises in just over
two years. Fast Wrap owner, Mike Enos, is a serial entrepreneur who used to own a porta potty company.
Initially inspired by the need to protect his boat for the season, Fast Wrap Owner and President Mike
Enos has carved not only a national niche, but a shrink wrap legacy.
Since first developing an innovative method of mobile asset protection, then opening the first Fast Wrap
in 2007, Enos and his team have created a thriving national Fast Wrap franchise opportunity, now
growing exponentially across the U.S.
Innovative new massage table designed to support people of all body shapes
Rebecca Savich, the extraordinary young inventor created the ADJUSTABLE BREAST COMFORT
(ABC) SYSTEM that reduces pressure on women’s breasts. The large range of motion work and vertical
elevation fits all clients when they are lying face down or on their backs.
You can visit Contour Table Systems to learn more about them.

Coupon Sense
Coupons Sense prides itself on saving members 50 to 70 percent on every shopping bill where Coupon
Sense is used.
Coupon Sense makes saving money a breeze. The site, which is available in 48 states, tells you where to
get coupons, and when and how to use them to multiply your savings.
CelebriDucks
CelebriDucks is the original creator of the first ever celebrity rubber ducks of the greatest icons of film,
music, athletics, and history. They have produced CelebriDucks for the NBA, Major League Baseball, the
NHL, NASCAR, NCAA collegiate mascots and also famous people such as Elvis Presley, Michael
Jackson, Marilyn Monroe, Barack Obama, The Wizard of Oz, Alice in Wonderland, James Dean, KISS,
James Brown, The Blues Brothers, Mr. T, Shakespeare, and the world’s first ever 100% recycled Green
duck. To date they have created over 200 different CelebriDucks and have pioneered a whole new
collectible.
WaggleWeight
WaggleWeight™ Company, is golf related, and the foundation of the company is being laid by an
educational blog named Waggle Weight Wisdom™ (http://www.waggleweight.com/blog), which has for
the first few years of the company educated the golf industry with respect to correcting some horribly
wrong concepts and practices that have existed, it seems forever (primarily regarding a golf swing and
equipment fitting) and introducing new and better concepts and practices to help this industry recover and
begin to grow again.
Life History Books
Life History Books is bringing affordable memoirs to the masses with personal historians all around the
world, creating memoirs for everyday people.
How many times have you thought about getting your family and personal history down in print, or
wanted a loved one to do so? Life History Books conducts relaxed interviews, collects photos and lays
everything into beautiful, fully-customized, archive-quality books. In just four hours of your time, you
could have a memoir to pass down through the generations. These books also make excellent Christmas
gifts.

